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DescriptionDescription

�� dual coredual core
�� 6464--bit (EMT64 = AMD64)bit (EMT64 = AMD64)
�� 44--issueissue
�� outout--ofof--orderorder
�� 32 KB L1 instruction cache32 KB L1 instruction cache
�� 2 x 32 KB dual ported L1 data cache2 x 32 KB dual ported L1 data cache
�� shared 4MB L2 cacheshared 4MB L2 cache
�� clock about 3GHzclock about 3GHz
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MicroarchitectureMicroarchitecture
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SubSub--blocksblocks

�� Front endFront end

�� OutOut--ofof--order Engineorder Engine

�� Memory SubsystemMemory Subsystem
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The Front EndThe Front End
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MacroMacro--op Fusionop Fusion

jne    label

store [mem3], ebx

cmp eax, [mem2]

inc   ecx

load eax, [mem1]

dec2 dec3dec0 dec1

jne    label

store [mem3], ebx

cmp eax, [mem2]

inc   ecx

load eax, [mem1]

jne    label

store [mem3], ebx

cmp eax, [mem2]

inc   ecx

load eax, [mem1]

dec2 dec3dec0 dec1

store [mem3], ebx

cmpjne  eax, [mem2], label

inc   ecx

load eax, [mem1]
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µµ--ops Fusionops Fusion

�� if some instructions requires two if some instructions requires two 
operations => 2 operations => 2 µµopsops

�� sometimes they can be fused into 1 sometimes they can be fused into 1 µµopop

�� 1 record through the pipeline, split before 1 record through the pipeline, split before 
execution units/memoryexecution units/memory

�� MacroMacro--ops fusion for different class of ops fusion for different class of 
instructioninstruction
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OutOut--ofof--order Engineorder Engine

�� False dependency:False dependency:

mm0 = mm1 + mm2, mm2 = mm3 mm0 = mm1 + mm2, mm2 = mm3 -- mm1mm1
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Execution UnitsExecution Units

�� SSE instructions are executed in one cycle only!SSE instructions are executed in one cycle only!
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Memory SystemMemory System
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Features of Memory SystemFeatures of Memory System

�� PrefetchingPrefetching (software, hardware)(software, hardware)

�� Directly data transfer between coresDirectly data transfer between cores’’ L1 L1 
data cachesdata caches

�� Shared L2 cacheShared L2 cache

�� Memory Reorder Buffer (MOB)Memory Reorder Buffer (MOB)
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Memory Memory AliasingAliasing ProblemProblem

�� only outonly out--ofof--order order CPUCPU
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Old solutionOld solution

1. All loads are delayed if a store is in-flight 
with an unknown address

2. Loads cannot proceed ahead of an 
aliased store data µop

3. A store cannot be moved in front of 
another store

�� safe but pessimisticsafe but pessimistic
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New solutionNew solution

�� 97+% of loads and stores do not alias ([1])97+% of loads and stores do not alias ([1])

�� dynamic alias predictordynamic alias predictor

�� loads can be speculative movedloads can be speculative moved

�� if bad prediction if bad prediction --> exception and flush of > exception and flush of 
the pipeline (stall)the pipeline (stall)
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ConclusionConclusion

�� Many features are already available in Many features are already available in 
AMD processorsAMD processors

�� SSE is becoming important (1 cycle)SSE is becoming important (1 cycle)

�� 3232--bit CPUs are history bit CPUs are history –– AMD64, AMD64, 
EMT64EMT64

�� Not speed, but parallelismNot speed, but parallelism::

1.1. Logical Logical –– SSESSE

2.2. Physical Physical -- dual core, quad dual core, quad core ...core ...
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